Concepts for shuttling multileaf collimators for intensity-modulated radiation therapy.
Shuttling multileaf collimators (SMLCs) can increase the MU efficiency of intensity-modulated radiation therapy compared with the multiple-static-field (MSF-MLC) technique or dynamic MLC (DMLC) technique with conventional MLCs. In a previous paper (Phys. Med. Biol. 45 3343-58) a particular SMLC was shown, for highly modulated intensity distributions, to increase the MU efficiency compared with the MSF-MLC technique. In this companion paper, two new arrangements similar to that described in the earlier paper, but with less mechanical complexity, are shown to be constructionally simpler but less MU efficient. Additionally another new concept of SMLC is shown which also increases the MU efficiency compared with the MSF-MLC technique and often improves the MU efficiency compared with the previously reported SMLC for highly modulated intensity distributions. It also leads to zero tongue-and-groove underdose in the direction orthogonal to that of the shuttling elements (so-called across-the-rows).